
Paris 27
th

 August 1796 

 

Sir, 

After the accomodation which was shen in the cas[e] of M
r 
Mangourit by abandoning the 

project of sending him to the United States I thought the crisis had passed here and that nothing 

was further to be apprehended from the temper which occasioned it; but in this I was 

disappointed: for I now hear that it is decided to recal M
r 
Adet without nominating a sucessor to 

him, and that he is to be instructed to declare to our government that the customary relations 

between us are to cease, and on account of our treaty with England with other things to the same 

effect. I learn this thro’ a private and friendly channel and therefore cannot act on it without 

danger to author; but I shall see the Minister tomorrow and endeavour to lead him to the subject 

if possible, and in any event renew my exertions by general observations to prevent the measure, 

tho’ indeed I begin to despair of success, so often do they return with the same disposition to the 

same subject. 

I am told the treaty with Spain is probably concluded, and by which France is to have 

Louisana and the Floridas, this might have been obtained when peace was made with Spain, but 

was declined from the fear it might ultimately embroil them with us. The acceptance of it now 

therefore shews that, that motive has less weight at the present time than it then had. 

It is generally believed that an attempt will be made to England, great preparation being 

made along the coast for that purpose, in troops, boats &c. And it is also believed that the fleets 

from Cadir is intended to make a diversion somewhere for the purpose of drawing the British 

fleet out of the channel to favor the project of a descent: this is strongly supported by 

circumstances and is more than probable. 

I will write you again in a day or two since this is dispatched in haste on account of the 

importance of the communications it contains. 

It is even whispered that an attempt on Canada is to be made, and which is to be united 

with Louisiana an the Floridas to the South taking in such part of our people as are willing to 

unite. This is worthy your attention tho’ it may be mere report. 

With great respect and esteem, I am, Sir, y
r
 most ob

t
 servant 

Ja
s
 Monroe. 


